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All the authors are extremely grateful to you for providing your excellent comments and valuable advices for this paper. Your major four suggestions that Construction of the first two predictors ieT1 and T2; Selection of the other predictors; Structure of the model and Model validation are very helpful for us. Based on your suggestions, we have made major revisions to on our paper. We have added the discussion of the selection of the predictors, the structure of the model and the model validation based on your specific comments.

Thank you again for your valuable comments to improve our submission. If there are still any problems on the method, diction, phrasing, grammar, and spelling, please do not hesitate to tell us and we’ll try our best to improve them.

The specific revision can be seen the Supplement files. There are three files in the *.zip: 1. Responses to reviewer#2.pdf 2. the manuscript with the remarked change 3. the clear revised manuscript. The specific revision can be seen in the three files.

Please also note the supplement to this comment: